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& it came to pass that when three hundred & 

twenty years had passed away Ammaron 

being constrained by the Holy Ghost did hide 

up the records which were sacred yea even all 

the sacred records which had been handed 

down from Generation to Generation which 

were Sacred even until the three hundred & 

twentieth year from the comeing of Christ

Genesis 31:38 This twenty years have I been with thee; thy ewes and 

thy she goats have not cast their young, and the rams of thy flock have I 

not eaten.
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down from Generation to Generation which 
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& it came to pass that when three hundred & 

twenty years had passed away Ammaron 

being constrained by the Holy Ghost did hide 

up the records which were sacred yea even 

all the sacred records which had been handed 

down from Generation to Generation which 

were Sacred even until the three hundred & 

twentieth year from the comeing of Christ

2 Maccabees 2:1 It is also found in the records, that Jeremy the 

prophet commanded them that were carried away to take of the fire, as it 

hath been signified:

& it came to pass that when three hundred & 

twenty years had passed away Ammaron 

being constrained by the Holy Ghost did hide 

up the records which were sacred yea even all 

the sacred records which had been handed 

down from Generation to Generation which 

were Sacred even until the three hundred & 

twentieth year from the comeing of Christ

Proverbs 30:12 There is a generation that are pure in their own eyes, 

and yet is not washed from their filthiness.


